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Thule Sprint
569
The Thule Sprint bike carrier combines convenience 
and patented safety technologies, making it the 
most complete fork mount carrier for maximum bike 
protection.

1. The AcuTight knob “clicks” when optimal hold is reached 
controlling the torque going into the bike frame and 
ensuring the bike is secured to the rack

2. Road Dampening Technology (RDT) elastomers are 
imbedded in the rack attachments to absorb road shock 
and vibrations

3. Ratcheting wheel strap with RDT quickly and easily 
secures the rear wheel without damaging the rim

4. Wheel chock support for increased rear wheel security 
and stability

5. The unique telescoping wheel tray allows for custom 
bike fit and provides greater hatch clearance

6. Lockable – bike to bike carrier, bike carrier to load carrier 
(locks included)

7. T-track adapters (20x20mm) are included for mounting 
on Thule WingBar Edge, Thule WingBar, Thule SlideBar, 
and Thule AeroBar

8. Preassembled - no tools required

9. City Crash tested and TÜV-GS approved

10. Does not support bikes with through axles

11. Does only fit load carriers with t-track slots

THULE SPRINT

THULE NUMBER EAN CODE ALIAS NUMBER
569000 091021888593 569

MAX NUMBER OF BIKES MAX WEIGHT PER BIKE
1 17 kg

MAX LOAD PRODUCT WEIGHT
17 kg 4,1 kg

FITS FRAME DIMENSIONS FITS WHEEL SIZES UP TO
All All

CARTON DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) CARTON WEIGHT
119 x 21 x 12 cm 4,7 kg

PALLET DIMS (LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT) PALLET WEIGHT
120 x 80 x 109 cm 142 kg

PCS PER PALLET
28

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES / OPTIONS
•Thule Wheel Carrier 545-2
Carrier for the front wheel with regular axle or wheels with disc brakes.

•Thule Wheel Bag 563XL
Specially designed, high-quality bag for the front wheel.

•Thule Cable Lock 538
A 180 cm plastic coated steel cable to secure your bike to the bike
carrier for extra theft protection.

•Thule Wall Hanger 9771
For functional storage of bikes and bike carriers. Loads up to 40 kg.

•Thule “One-Key-System”
Very practical if several lockable Thule products are used (e.g. box, 
roof rack, ski carrier etc.). All locking-barrels will be replaced so only 
one key will fit all products. (544 = 4 cylinders + 2 keys, 596 = 6 cylin-
ders + 2 keys, 588 = 8 cylinders + 3 keys, 452 = 12 cylinders + 4 keys).


